Unscramble the sentences. Write them correctly.

1. recycle we Why things? do ________________________________

2. we What recycle? can ________________________________

3. cans. recycle We can ________________________________

4. can glass. We recycle ________________________________

5. plastic. recycle We can ________________________________

6. can We paper. recycle ________________________________

7. can wood. We recycle ________________________________

8. metal. recycle can We ________________________________

9. can you What plastic? make with ________________________________

10. can with paper? you What make ________________________________
Teacher's answers

Why do we recycle things?
What can we recycle?
We can recycle cans.
We can recycle glass.
We can recycle plastic.
We can recycle paper.
We can recycle wood.
We can recycle metal.
What can you make with plastic?
What can you make with paper?